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SPECIAL TOPIC — Ultracold atom and its application in precision measurement

Study of optical clocks based on ultracold 171Yb atoms∗
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The optical atomic clocks have the potential to transform global timekeeping, relying on the state-of-the-art accuracy
and stability, and greatly improve the measurement precision for a wide range of scientific and technological applica-
tions. Herein we report on the development of the optical clock based on 171Yb atoms confined in an optical lattice. A
minimum width of 1.92-Hz Rabi spectra has been obtained with a new 578-nm clock interrogation laser. The in-loop frac-
tional instability of the 171Yb clock reaches 9.1× 10−18 after an averaging over a time of 2.0× 104 s. By synchronous
comparison between two clocks, we demonstrate that our 171Yb optical lattice clock achieves a fractional instability of
4.60×10−16/

√
τ .
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1. Introduction
As one of the seven basic international units, the time unit

of seconds is widely used in the field of precision metrol-
ogy. Presently, the definition of SI seconds is achieved by
the cesium atomic fountain clock. However, advances in laser
cooling and trapping, highly stabilized continuous wave (CW)
laser sources, and optical frequency comb technology that al-
low high accuracy comparison of frequencies ranging from the
radio frequency (RF) to the ultra-violet (UV), the latest gener-
ation of atomic clocks based on narrow optical transitions in
atoms or ions have already demonstrated the ability to mea-
sure time or frequency at an unprecedented level.[1–4] Optical
lattice clocks, by confining atoms to the Lamb–Dicke regime,
have an extremely high optical transition quality factors com-
pared to the ion optical clock,[5] which greatly improves the
signal-to-noise ratio of the clock transition.[6,7] State-of-the-
art atomic optical clocks have achieved fractional frequency
instabilities near 1.5× 10−16/

√
τ and reached 4.5× 10−19

after 36 h, systematic uncertainties of a few parts in 10−18

level.[8,9] Therefore, the optical atomic clock is expected to be-
come the next generation time and frequency standard.[10–12]

The two most important indicators to evaluate the per-
formance of optical clocks are frequency instability and sys-
tematic uncertainty. However, the systematic uncertainty is
often constrained by long-term instability, and a better insta-
bility can greatly improve the efficiency to evaluate systematic

uncertainties.[13,14] In an optical atomic clock, the short-term
stability is mainly determined by the ultra-stable clock laser
which serves as the local oscillator (LO) while the long-term
instability is limited by the Dick effect.[15]

In this paper, we achieve the closed-loop lock of 171Yb
optical clock using a new clock laser system. The frequency
of clock laser is stabilized to a 30-cm ultra-low-expansion
(ULE) cavity. Synchronous frequency comparison between
two 171Yb optical clocks is also implemented, determining the
single-clock instability of 4.60×10−16/

√
τ .

2. Experimental setup

For 171Yb, I = 1/2, the hyperfine structure is relatively
simple, and the tensor light shift introduced by the optical lat-
tice is zero. The energy levels and transitions of Yb atoms
related to atomic clocks are shown in Fig. 1. Experimental
details are similar with our previous works.[16–18] Two inde-
pendent clock systems labeled as Yb1 and Yb2 cool and trap
171Yb atoms from thermal beams into two-stage magneto op-
tical traps (MOT): first is 399-nm blue MOT for 500 ms, fol-
lowed by 556-nm green MOT for 100 ms. After that atoms are
loaded into a one-dimensional (1D) optical lattice formed by
759-nm Ti:sapphire lasers LL1 and LL2, respectively. The ex-
perimental setup is shown as Fig. 2. After obtaining ultra-cold
ytterbium atoms in an optical lattice, the next step is to pre-
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pare them for spectroscopy. Before that, we implement a spin-
polarization protocol using 556-nm laser to pump all the atoms
to one of the spin-state (either mF = 1/2 or mF = −1/2),
which can almost double the spectral contrast excited by the
clock laser. Then the clock transition 1S0–3P0 will be probed
with 578-nm laser stabilized to a high-finesse Fabry–Pérot
(FP) cavity. Subsequently, we use two re-pumpers at 649 nm
and 770 nm to assist most of excited atoms return to the ground
state 1S0. Then applying a sequence of three pulses (5 ms
each) resonant with the 1S0–1P1 transition to detect the frac-
tion of excited atoms and collect the fluorescence on a photo-
multiplier tube (PMT), which will greatly reduce the effect of
shot-to-shot atom number fluctuations.
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Fig. 1. Relevant energy levels of the ytterbium atomic clock. Lasers for two
cooling transitions (399 nm and 556 nm), optical lattice (759 nm), clock
transition (578 nm), and two re-pumping transitions (649 nm and 770 nm).
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Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of the experimental setup. The 578-nm clock
laser is generated by frequency doubling of a 1156-nm laser, and we send
part of it to the lattice system for clock interrogation and small part of it
to an optical frequency comb for stabilizing the repetition frequency of the
comb and measuring the absolute frequency of 171Yb. The frequency of
LL1 is locked to the comb, and LL2 is offset locked to LL1. PBS: polariz-
ing beam splitter; FNC: fiber noise cancellation; PMT: photomultiplier; GP:
Glan polarizer; PDH: Pound–Drever–Hall.

3. Ultra-stable clock laser
The central component of the stabilized clock laser is a

high finesse FP cavity. The 1156-nm semiconductor laser is
used as an optical source, which is locked to the ultra-stable FP
cavity (see Fig. 3). The cavity is made of ULE glass spacer of
30-cm length and two optically contacted ULE glass mirrors,

in which one mirror is planar used as the input coupler and the
other has a radius of curvature of 1 m. The cavity finesse at
1156 nm is 295900 (1.7-kHz linewidth), based upon an aver-
age of cavity ring-down measurements (CRDS). According to
the expression in Refs. [19,20], the fractional frequency insta-
bility limit of the clock laser from the thermal noise of the cav-
ity is calculated to be about 2× 10−16. The vacuum chamber
is actively temperature stabilized, while there are also three
aluminium shells with space for thermal insulation between
each providing passive stabilization surrounding the vacuum
housing. The pressure in the vacuum chamber is maintained
at 10−9 Torr (1 Torr = 1.33322×102 Pa).
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Fig. 3. Simplified experimental setup of 1156-nm ultra-stable laser system.
PBS: polarizing beam splitter; PD: photo diode; AOM: acousto–optic mod-
ulator; EOM: electro–optic modulator; GP: Glan polarizer; λ/2: 1/2 wave-
plate, λ/4: 1/4 waveplate.

As shown in Fig. 4, the FP cavity is placed on an active
vibration platform and inside an acoustic-damping enclosure
to prevent the coupling of vibration noise and acoustic noise
into the cavity. A 10-m long optical fiber is used to deliver
light from the 1156-nm laser table to the FP cavity, and a
fiber noise cancelation (FNC1) system is used to eliminate the
phase noise introduced by the fiber.[21] The intracavity light
heats the mirror coatings, leading to a shift of the cavity reso-
nance about 0.4 Hz/µW.[22] To minimize this effect, we only
couple 15 µW of 1156-nm light into the FP cavity. Mean-
while, the 1156-nm input power is stabilized about 0.1% by
active controlling the RF driving power of the AOM.

FP cavity

isolation platform

acoustic enclosure

Fig. 4. Sectional view of 1156-nm ultra-stable FP cavity system.

The high-finesse FP cavity not only need to have low sen-
sitivity to temperature variations, but also need to be well pro-
tected from environmental perturbations. It is critical to keep
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the cavity as close as possible to the zero coefficient of thermal
expansion (CTE) temperature, so as to minimize the effects of
the temperature Tcav variation in cavity on its length.[23] When
plotting the 1156-nm laser frequency as a function of the FP
cavity temperature Tcav, the curve shows the parabolic depen-
dency. From the experimental value, we have determined the
temperature at which the coefficient of thermal expansion is
zero to be 32.93 ◦C (see Fig. 5).
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Fig. 5. Determination of the zero coefficient of thermal expansion temper-
ature for the FP cavity. Each data point is measured for different cavity
temperatures once the temperature in the vacuum chamber is stable.
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Fig. 6. The temperature fluctuation of EOM under temperature control.

The residual amplitude modulation (RAM) is one of the
most important factors that affect the stability of the clock laser
locking.[24] In order to reduce the effect of RAM, on the one
hand, it is necessary to accurately control the temperature of
the electro–optic modulator (EOM) for reducing the impact of
the external environment on the EOM. On the other hand, it is
necessary to keep the temperature at the point where the RAM
is not sensitive to temperature changes. In addition, we use a
Glan polarizer with an extinction ratio higher than 105 to pu-
rify the laser polarization, which will ensure the polarization of
the 1156-nm laser can be consistent with the direction of the
modulated electric field. In the experiment, we use the ther-
moelectric cooler (TEC) to control the temperature of EOM,
and the long-term fluctuation of temperature is less than 2 mK,
as shown in Fig. 6. In order to reduce the influence of ambi-
ent temperature fluctuations on the stability of the FP cavity,

we surround six TECs around the vacuum chamber. With this
temperature control, the temperature fluctuation of the passive
shield remains within 5 mK in the room temperature (changes
by about 1 K).

We employ the Pound–Drever–Hall (PDH) technology to
stabilize the 1156-nm laser to the FP cavity. In our experi-
ment scheme, the PDH error signal is divided into two parts,
one part is sent to the piezoelectric transducer (PZT) feedback
terminal as slow feedback, which can effectively reduce the in-
fluence of slow changing factors such as temperature. And the
other is sent to the current feedback terminal as fast feedback,
whose servo bandwidth is in the order of megahertz, which can
effectively suppress the noise of the laser itself and the noise
caused by the external environment, and the slow feedback.
Under the joint action of the two feedbacks of the servo sys-
tem, the frequency of 1156-nm laser is stabilized to FP cavity,
thereby obtaining a stable 578-nm laser.

4. Clock transition spectra of 171Yb
With the improved performance of our new 578-nm clock

laser, it can coherently excite the clock transition for a longer
time, which can obtain a narrower clock transition spec-
trum. In our experiment, with a Rabi probe time of 600 ms,
we obtain the 1.92-Hz linewidth (FWHM) atomic spectra
(see Fig. 7), which is slightly wider than the Fourier-limited
linewidth of 1.33 Hz (0.8/t = 1.33 Hz, t is the probe time of
clock interrogation). This is due to the reason that the achiev-
able linewidth of clock transition spectra is limited by various
factors in experiment, such as atomic temperature, lifetime of
optical lattice, misalignment between the 578-nm clock laser
and the 759-nm lattice laser.[25] The 600-ms Rabi probe time
could obtain a very narrow atomic spectra, however, which
also makes the atom lock sensitive to short-term clock laser
frequency excursions. Sometimes it may arouse the frequency
shift to exceed the atomic capture range of linewidth of atom
spectra and leads to the loss of lock. Therefore, in order to
ensure the stability of the lock, we chose to operate the system
with a 200-ms probe time.
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Fig. 7. Normalized clock transition spectra of π component in 171Yb. Blue
and red points are the data for interrogation times of 200 ms and 600 ms,
respectively. Employing Lorenz fit to the signal produces the FWHM
linewidth of 1.92 Hz (red curve) and 4.53 Hz (blue curve).
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5. In-loop operation and synchronous frequency
comparison
A standard four-point locking procedure is applied in the

closed-loop operation of the clock.[16,26] The 578-nm laser
alternately interrogates the two π components of the clock
transition at each half-maximum point that the central fre-
quencies of the two peaks are separated by 442 Hz with a
bias magnetic field of 1.09 Gs (1 Gs = 10−4 T). The sin-
gle characteristic cycle time is 995 ms involving one cooling–
interrogation–detection cycle. For the four measurements, the
data are treated by the software as atomic servo error signal,
which is applied to the bridging AOM1 that completes the
feedback control of the clock laser and tunes the frequency
on-resonance with the atomic transition. Meanwhile, to fur-
ther improve the locking robustness, a real-time feedforward
by fitting the updating frequency correction of bridging AOM1
is applied to AOM3 to compensate the drift of the clock laser.
To check the frequency instability of our clock, the Yb1 clock

has operated continuously for more than 4× 104 s. The re-
sult of this measurement is shown as blue points in Fig. 8(b).
The in-loop fractional frequency instability of our 171Yb opti-
cal lattice clock given by the Allan deviation follows the de-
pendence 1.28× 10−15/

√
τ , where τ is the averaging time in

seconds. Figure 8 shows that the Allan deviation does not drop
smoothly around 3000 s. This may be due to the residual
frequency drift of the clock laser, which is not compensated
completely. After that, the Allan deviation begins averaging
down quickly, and reaches 9.1×10−18 at an averaging time of
2× 104 s. Therefore, to obtain a better instability, it is nec-
essary to improve the stability of the clock laser as much as
possible and reduce the irregular drift and jitter of the clock
laser frequency. In addition, there is only less than 40% of the
cycle time spent on the clock interrogation, which results in
augmenting the clock instability (Dick effect). Therefore, it is
necessary to reduce the preparation time in the experimental
cycle.
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Fig. 8. (a) The in-loop error signal. (b) Instability evaluation of the ytterbium clock using the atomic transition. Blue points give the in-loop instability (from
the error signals) when the 578-nm laser is locked to the atomic transition, and the blue line shows an instability of 1.28×10−15/
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Fig. 9. Single clock stability measured with a synchronous comparison be-
tween two 171Yb optical lattice clocks. The blue line indicates the measured
instability of a single system is 4.60×10−16/

√
τ . The black line shows the

quantum projection noise (QNC) limit as 1.1×10−16/
√

τ .

To rigorously assess clock instability, it must be com-
pared to another standard with even lower instability. In our
experiment, synchronous frequency comparison is operated
between two 171Yb optical clocks that share the same clock
laser, which has the potential to cancel out the clock laser fre-

quency noise. Taking this approach, the resulting synchro-
nized measurement instability is shown in Fig. 9, averaging
down as 4.60×10−16/

√
τ .

6. Conclusion and perspectives
In conclusion, we have developed a pair of 171Yb optical

lattice clocks and completed an improved systematic evalua-
tion based on the new generation clock laser. With the new
578-nm clock interrogation laser, a minimum width of 1.92-
Hz Rabi spectra has been obtained with 600-ms interrogation
time, and the in-loop fractional instability of closed-loop oper-
ation of the 171Yb clock reaches 9.1×10−18 after an averaging
over a time of 2× 104 s. Meanwhile, by synchronous com-
parison between two clocks, we have achieved the fractional
instability of a single system assessed to 4.60× 10−16/

√
τ .

With further improvements of our clock laser and 171Yb lat-
tice systems, we believe that the instability and uncertainty
of our clocks will reach to a new level, opening the door to
10−18-level timekeeping precision.
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